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MOSSBERGER, K., TOLBERT, C. J. & STANSBURY, M. 2003. Virtual inequality : 
beyond the digital divide, Washington, D.C., Georgetown University Press. particularly p9 
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poverty, and the Internet worldwide, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 
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73 See for example BRIN, D. 1998. The Transparent Society: Will Technology Force Us to 
Choose Between Privacy and Freedom?, Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley. 
74 See BERNERS-LEE, T. & FISCHETTI, M. 2000. Weaving the Web: The Original 
Design and Ultimate Destiny of the World Wide Web by its Inventor, New York, 
HarperCollins Publishers., particularly Chapter 12 
75 The recognition of this is inherent in the work of cyber-regulation theorists from Lessig 
to Murray – see for example LESSIG, L. 2006. Code: Version 2.0, New York, Basic 
Books. and MURRAY, A. D. 2006. The Regulation of Cyberspace: Control in the Online 
Environment, Milton Park, Abingdon, UK ; New York, NY, Routledge-Cavendish. 
! Chapter!1:!Privacy,!Autonomy!and!the!Internet!
Paul!Bernal! Page!47! September!2011!
that!privacy!in!general,!and!informational!privacy!in!particular,!is!the!key!to!ensuring!that!this!does!not!happen.!!There!are!three!principle!variants!of!the!transparency!critique:!! 1) That!the!struggle!for!privacy!is!already!lost;!2) That!the!struggle!for!privacy!is!outdated;!and!3) That!the!struggle!for!privacy!is!‘wrong’,!and!that!we!should!in!fact!‘embrace’!transparency!and!make!lack!of!privacy!a!virtue!to!be!enjoyed.!!Scott!McNealy,!then!CEO!of!Sun!Microsystems,!expressed!the!first!of!these!directly!when!he!told!reporters!in!1999!“You!have!zero!privacy!anyway,!get!over!it.”76!Mark!Zuckerberg,!coPfounder!and!CEO!of!Facebook,!is!perhaps!the!best!known!proponent!of!the!second!version!–!essentially!his!argument!has!been!that!given!that!more!than!half!a!billion!people!use!Facebook!and!put!up!some!of!their!most!personal!information!there,!that!means!that!people!are!no!longer!really!interested!in!privacy.77!!The!third!variation!is!more!complex!–!versions!of!it!have!been!around!since!David!Brin’s!1998!work!‘The!Transparent!Society’.78!More!recently,!another!angle!of!it!has!emerged!in!Bell!and!Gemmell’s!2009!book!‘Total!Recall:!How!the!EPMemory!Revolution!will!change!everything’,79!though!it!has!also!faced!its!antithesis!in!MayerPSchönberger’s!‘Delete:!the!virtue!of!forgetting!in!the!digital!age’.80!This!last!critique!has!a!close!relationship!to!the!old!ideas!‘If!you’ve!done!nothing!wrong,!you’ve!got!nothing!to!fear’,!or!‘If!you’ve!got!nothing!to!hide!you’ve!got!nothing!to!fear’,!referred!to!above!in!3.2,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76 Quoted for example in Wired, at http://www.wired.com/politics/law/news/1999/01/17538  
77 See for example Chris Matyszczyk’s blog on CNET, at http://news.cnet.com/8301-
17852_3-10431741-71.html. Zuckerberg has been making related statements to different 
elements of the media for much of 2010.  
78 BRIN, D. 1998. The Transparent Society: Will Technology Force Us to Choose 
Between Privacy and Freedom?, Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley. 
79 BELL, C. G. & GEMMELL, J. 2009. Total recall : how the E-memory revolution will 
change everything, New York, N.Y., Dutton. 
80 MAYER-SCHÖNBERGER, V. 2009. Delete : the virtue of forgetting in the digital age, 




81 See SOLOVE, D. J. 2007. "I've Got Nothing to Hide" and Other Misunderstandings of 
Privacy. San Diego Law Review, 44. 
82 Quoted by Solove, in Ibid. originally in POSNER, R. A. 1998. Economic analysis of law, 










83 See note 41 above 
84 See note 42 above 








1 The cartoon by Peter Steiner, was published in 1993. In 2000, the New York Times 
published a piece entitled ‘Cartoon Catches the Spirit of the Internet’. See 
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/12/14/technology/14DOGG.html?pagewanted=1&ei=5070&
en=f0518aafeccf36fd&ex=1183089600  
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Original Design and Ultimate Destiny of the World Wide Web by its Inventor, New York, 
HarperCollins Publishers. 
6 https://oyster.tfl.gov.uk/oyster/entry.do  



















9 www.google.com  
10 Facebook is worth billions of dollars: Goldman Sachs’ investment in Facebook in early 
2011 gave it an estimated value of $50 billion. See example 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2011/jan/03/facebook-value-50bn-goldman-sachs-





11 See his blog on http://novaspivack.typepad.com/nova_spivacks_weblog/2007/10/web-





12 See BERNERS-LEE, T. & FISCHETTI, M. 2000. Weaving the Web: The Original 
Design and Ultimate Destiny of the World Wide Web by its Inventor, New York, 
HarperCollins Publishers., particularly pp169-170. Spivack, in his blog referred to above, 
says that ‘While Web 3.0 is not synonymous with the Semantic Web (there will be several 
other important technology shifts in that period), it will be largely characterized by 




13 In Chapter Four of EDWARDS, L. & WAELDE, C. 2000. Law and the Internet : a 
framework for electronic commerce, Oxford, Hart., pp55-56 
14 E-Money Directive (2000/46/EC), available online at http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32000L0046:EN:HTML   
15 Available online at http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/bank/docs/e-
money/evaluation_en.pdf  
16 E-money evaluation report, p2. 
17 On the other hand, Rupert Murdoch’s has suggested that the current “free delivery” 
system is a “malfunctioning model” and that he intends to charge for access to the 
Sunday Times online. See http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2009/may/07/rupert-
murdoch-charging-websites  and http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2009/jun/03/sunday-
times-website . This, however, seems to be very much the exception: similar comments 
about charging for websites have been made in the past without result. The rapid decline 
of FriendsReunited, which continued to charge despite the growth of rival social 
networking sites like Facebook, suggests that, for mainstream consumers at least, the 
‘free delivery’ model is unlikely to be easily overcome. 
18 Directive 2009/110/EC, which came into force in April 2011is available online at: 
http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:267:0007:0017:EN:PDF  
19 Systems such as Google One Pass (http://www.google.com/landing/onepass/) and 








20 www.aim.com  
21 http://www.google.com/talk/  
22 http://messenger.yahoo.com/  
23 http://us.blackberry.com/apps-software/blackberrymessenger/  





25 www.myspace.com  
26 www.bebo.com  
27 http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics   
28 As noted above, in January 2011, an investment by Goldman Sachs estimated the 
overall value of Facebook to be around $50 billion. See 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2011/jan/03/facebook-value-50bn-goldman-sachs-





29 Examples include Sky TV bundling free broadband access with their basic satellite TV 
access (see http://www.selectdigital.co.uk/sky/sky-
broadband/?tracker=7140e&gclid=CKic4Puk3pgCFUIw3godIVWBeA), and broadband 
bundled with mobile phone services from Orange 
(http://www.orange.co.uk/time/broadbandstarter/?cd_source=Aurora&cid=189&sid=72&pi




30 VAN DEN POEL, D. & BUCKINX, W. 2005. Predicting online-purchasing behaviour. 




31 Amazon, for example, explains its recommendations by saying ‘recommended because 
you purchased…’ 
32 http://maps.google.com/, http://maps.google.co.uk/ etc. 
33 http://earth.google.com/, http://earth.google.co.uk/ etc 
34 http://maps.google.com/help/maps/streetview/  
35 There are a number of such services for many locations, including 
www.streetfinder.co.uk/ and www.streetmap.co.uk/ 










37 See AYRES, I. 2007. Super Crunchers: How Anything Can Be Predicted, London, John 
Murray. for details not only of the data aggregators but some of the more imaginative 





38 Google is being investigated under competition law after a complaint by UK price 
comparison site Foundem, French legal search engine ejustice.fr, and Microsoft's Ciao. 
See for example http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/7301299/Google-under-
investigation-for-alleged-breach-of-EU-competition-rules.html  
39 The Facebook Beacon story is discussed Chapter 4 – and to see a summary of the 






40 See http://www.phorm.com/ and for a look at the negative side of Phorm, see 





41 See AYRES, I. 2007. Super Crunchers: How Anything Can Be Predicted, London, John 
Murray., particularly pp33-34 for an examination of the predictive use of data. As Ayres 
puts it, ‘…data mining can let business emulate a kind of aggregate omniscience. Indeed, 
because of Super Crunching, firms sometimes may be able to make more accurate 
predictions about how you’ll behave than you could ever make yourself.’ 
42 From December 2009, Google has ‘personalised’ all search results, unless the 
searcher actively opts out (see http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/12/personalized-





43 Some aspects of this tailoring, and how it is starting to emerge in reality on the internet, 
are discussed in PARISER, E. 2011. The filter bubble : what the Internet is hiding from 




44 See SUNSTEIN, C. R. 2007. Republic.com 2.0, Princeton, Princeton University Press. 
45 Perhaps his strongest critic is Eugene Volokh, of the Volokh Conspiracy 
(http://www.volokh.com/), but there has also been active criticism in print, such as that by 





46 See e.g http://en.rsf.org/china-yahoo-settles-lawsuit-by-families-14-11-2007,24240.html  







48 See LESSIG, L. 2006. Code: Version 2.0, New York, Basic Books. 
49 See AYRES, I. 2007. Super Crunchers: How Anything Can Be Predicted, London, John 





50 In the UK, for example, the Attorney General estimated in 2010 that the annual cost of 
identity theft was approximately £2.7 billion. See 
http://www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk/nfa/whatarewesaying/newsrelease/pages/identity-
fraud-costs-27billion.aspx . 
51 Available online at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/23/contents  
52 See for example http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1584808/Council-spy-cases-
hit-1000-a-month.html  








54 Directive 95/46/EC 




56 Data retention is one of the subjects of Chapter 3, which includes a brief discussion on 
worldwide implementation 
57 Directive 2006/24/EC 
58 Examples include the UK Government’s plan to get ISPs to detect and ban users who 
illegally download music and video files. This plan, like many other schemes, had to be 
abandoned as getting the ISPs to do all the work turned out to be fraught with legal and 
technical complications. See for example 
http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/music/article5586761.e
ce, from January 2009. 





60 These challenges are examined in Chapter 3. 
61 Directive 2002/58/EC 
62 Directive 2000/31/EC 





64 See http://www.ico.gov.uk/ - the role of the ICO will be discussed in depth in later 
chapters 
65 See http://www.ico.gov.uk/news/current_topics/identity_cards.aspx which describes the 
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69 From paragraph (3) of the Preamble to The Data Retention Directive, Directive 
95/46/EC. Available at http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML  
70 See for example http://blogs.ft.com/westminster/2008/04/can-tesco-help-the-
government-count-how-many-migrants-are-in-the-uk/  





72 BERR did not make the letter in which they confirmed the legality of Phorm public, but 
told the press that ‘After conducting its enquiries with Phorm the UK authorities consider 
that Phorm's products are capable of being operated in a lawful, appropriate and 








73  Most notably in BRIN, D. 1998. The Transparent Society: Will Technology Force Us to 
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77 Item 6 on Google’s statement of corporate ‘philosophy’, accessible at 
http://www.google.com/corporate/tenthings.html  
78 See MURRAY, A. D. 2006. The Regulation of Cyberspace: Control in the Online 














1 Governments are interested in more than just security, and individuals in more than just 




2 The only significant exception is the ‘AskEraser’ offered by Ask.com, discussed in 
section 6. 
3 Certain key data protection principles such as data minimisation, subject access rights 
and protection against function creep remain in place even with consent, but if broad 





4 Clickstream data records links followed and websites visited (and related data) and is 
gathered generally by ISPs. 
5 The issues of the nature of the data (private/intimate and mundanely revealing) of the 
crucial role in the use of the Internet, of consent, and of choice (all ISPs gather 















7 See ‘Data Protection in the European Union’, 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/guide/index_en.htm  
8 As Cate puts it: ‘protection for information privacy in the United States is disjointed, 
inconsistent, and limited by conflicting interests’ CATE, F. H. 1997. Privacy in the 
Information Age, Washington, D.C., Brookings Institution Press., p98 
9 The situation in the US has already been noted. In Asia, the concept of data privacy is 
still to be fully accepted (see e.g. http://www.caslon.com.au/privacyguide6.htm)  
10 Downloadable from http://www.echr.coe.int/NR/rdonlyres/D5CC24A7-DC13-4318-
B457-5C9014916D7A/0/EnglishAnglais.pdf  
11 Article 8 states that 
‘(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his 
correspondence. 
(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right 
except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in 
the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, 
for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the 
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.’ 




13 ibid, Article 3 
14 Data Protection Directive, Article 2(a) 
15 The Information Commissioner’s Office in the UK produces a ‘specialist guide’ as to 
what constitutes personal data, downloadable from 
http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/detailed_specialist_guide
s/personal_data_flowchart_v1_with_preface001.pdf. The guide was produced in 
response to a narrower than expected interpretation of the term in a Court of Appeals 
case (Durant vs FSA, 8/12/2003). The fact that it was needed reflects the problems in the 
language of the UK’s implementation of the Directive, the Data Protection Act 1998 
(available online at http://www.opsi.gov.uk/Acts/Acts1998/ukpga_19980029_en_1) which 







16 Data Protection Directive, Article 2(h) 
17 Data Protection Directive, Articles 7(a), (c), (d) and (e)  
18 Data Protection Directive, Article 7(b) 
19 Data Protection Directive, Article 7(f) 
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All!of!these!possibilities!might!be!relevant!here!–!not!just!in!terms!of!search!data,!but!other!types!such!as!clickstream!data!or!the!social!data!gathered!by!social!networking!services.!Is!a!contract!entered!into!when!a!term!is!put!into!a!search!engine!or!a!link!followed!to!a!particular!website?!Is!the!fact!that!someone!is!searching!for!a!particular!term!or!looking!at!a!particular!website!of!significant!importance!to!require!that!protection?!Search!engines!or!ISPs!could!put!forward!arguments!under!all!three!of!these:!that!a!contract!has!been!entered!into,!that!search!data!or!clickstream!data!is!not!really!personal!data,!or!indeed!that!even!if!it!is!personal!data!that!it!is!not,!of!itself,!of!sufficient!significance!to!require!protection.!!!Google!has!not!attempted!to!use!these!arguments,!as!the!case!study!below!will!show!–!though!the!Working!Party!in!its!Opinion!148!(see!section!4!below)!to!a!certain!extent!anticipated!that!it!would!if!the!conflict!went!far!enough.!The!contractual!argument!appears!the!strongest,!in!spite!of!the!Working!Party’s!objections,!but!has!other!implications,!not!least!bringing!into!play!the!question!of!explicit,!informed,!freely!given!consent!and!potentially!of!unfair!contract!terms.20!!!Google’s!‘terms!of!service’21!set!out!what!purports!to!be!a!contractual!arrangement,!stating!that!you!must!agree!to!the!terms!and!may!not!use!Google’s!services!unless!you!accept!these!terms.!You!can!accept!the!terms!by!either:!! “(A)! clicking!to!accept!or!agree!to!the!Terms,!where!this!option!is!made!available!to!you!by!Google!in!the!user!interface!for!any!Service;!or!!(B)! by!actually!using!the!Services.!In!this!case,!you!understand!and!agree!that!Google!will!treat!your!use!of!the!Services!as!acceptance!of!the!Terms!from!that!point!onwards.”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 E.g. in the UK under the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977. 






22 See http://www.google.co.uk/privacypolicy.html  
23 Examples include Hotmail Corp. v. Van$ Money Pie Inc., 1998 WL 388389, *6 (N.D. 
Cal. 1998) and Ticketmaster L.L.C. v. RMG Tech., Inc., 507 F.Supp.2d 1096, 1102-1103 
(C.D. Cal., 2007) 
24 E.g. Specht v. Netscape Communications Corp., 150 F. Supp. 2d 585 (S.D.N.Y.2001),  
25 Cairo, Inc. v. Crossmedia Services, Inc., 2005 WL 756610 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 1, 2005) 
26 E.g. see http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2005/04/cairo_v_crossme.htm  











2.1.3! Data!quality!requirements!!Article!6!of!the!Directive!sets!out!data!quality!requirements.!1) Data!must!be!accurate!and!kept!up!to!date,!and!‘every!reasonable!step’!must!be!take!to!ensure!it!stays!that!way!2) Data!must!be!collected!only!for!‘specified,!explicit!and!legitimate!purposes’,!and!not!‘further!processed!in!a!way!incompatible!with!these!purposes’.!This!protects!against!‘function!creep’,!an!important!risk!for!personal!data.!3) Data!must!be!‘adequate,!relevant!and!not!excessive!in!relation!to!the!purposes!for!which!they!are!collected!and/or!further!processed.’!The!‘not!excessive’!part!is!crucial!–!this!calls!for!‘data!minimisation’.!4) Data!must!be!‘kept!in!a!form!which!permits!identification!of!data!subjects!for!no!longer!than!is!necessary!for!the!purposes!for!which!the!data!were!collected!or!for!which!they!are!further!processed.’!Effectively,!this!calls!for!anonymisation!of!data!as!soon!as!possible.!!These!latter!three!protections!(against!function!creep,!for!data!minimisation,!and!for!minimum!retention!periods)!are!particularly!important!in!the!context!of!the!internet.!!
2.2! Implementation!and!the!Article!29!Working!Party!!Interpretation!and!advice!on!the!implementation!of!the!Data!Protection!Directive!has!been!placed!in!the!hands!of!the!‘Working!Party!on!the!Protection!of!Individuals’,!otherwise!known!as!the!Article!29!Working!Party,29!or!simply!the!Working!Party,!which!is!composed!of!representatives!of!the!supervisory!authorities!on!data!protection!of!each!of!the!Member!States!of!the!EU!–!including!the!UK’s!Information!Commissioner,!Christopher!Graham.!As!shall!be!shown!below,!it!is!a!strong,!expert!and!authoritative!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






30 See the first implementation report: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2003:0265:FIN:EN:PDF   
31 Summary of first implementation report: 
http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/l14012.htm  
32 Directive 2006/24/EC, available online at 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32006L0024:EN:HTML 
33 One trigger for the passing of the Directive was the terrorist attacks in London on 7th 
July 2005, referred to in paragraph 10 of the preamble. 





35 The ‘ePrivacy Directive’, downloadable from http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/pri/en/oj/dat/2002/l_201/l_20120020731en00370047.pdf  
36 Downloadable from http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/pri/en/oj/dat/1998/l_024/l_02419980130en00010008.pdf  
37 Directive 2002/58/EC, paragraph 4 of the preamble. 
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1) It!applies!to!‘providers!of!publicly!available!electronic!communications!services’!and!‘public!communications!networks’;!2) It!requires!the!retention!of!‘certain!data’!‘in!order!to!ensure!that!the!data!are!available!for!the!purpose!of!the!investigation,!detection!and!prosecution!of!serious!crime,!as!defined!by!each!member!state!in!its!national!law’!3) It!applies!to!‘traffic!and!location!data!on!both!legal!entities!and!natural!purposes!and!to!the!related!data!necessary!to!identify!the!subscriber!or!registered!user’.!4) It!does!not!apply!to!the!‘content!of!electronic!communications,!including!information!consulted!using!an!electronic!communications!network’.!!The!Directive!is!intended!to!ensure!that!email!services,!digital!telephony!services!(including!mobile!telephony!services)!and!their!equivalents,!and!where!appropriate!internet!access!providers,!keep!sufficient!information!to!enable!law!enforcement!agencies!to!determine!who!has!been!communicating!with!whom,38!and!when!and!how!–!but!not!what!they’ve!actually!been!communicating.!Precisely!what!that!data!should!consist!of!is!set!out!in!the!Directive!for!each!of!the!main!services!covered!by!the!Directive:!fixed!network!telephony!and!mobile!telephony,!internet!access,!internet!email!and!internet!telephony.39!On!the!face!of!it,!it!does!not!apply!to!search!engines,!but!as!shall!be!shown,!that!did!not!deter!Google!from!using!it!for!its!own!purposes.!!!The!data!must!be!made!available!to!‘the!competent!national!authorities!in!specific!cases!and!in!accordance!with!national!law’!–!and!it!is!left!up!to!the!national!law!to!determine!‘necessity!and!proportionality!requirements’,!subject!to!the!‘relevant!provisions!of!European!Union!law!or!public!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 Including records of unsuccessful call attempts – see Data Retention Directive, Article 
3.2 





40 Data Retention Directive, Article 4 
41 Data Retention Directive, Article 1, and preamble paragraphs (5) and (6) 
42 Declarations made by these 16 member states are included in the Directive 
43 Available online at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/859/contents/made  
44 The ICO said that ‘We have real doubts that such a measure can be justified, or is  







45 See for example http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7410885.stm and 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/7409593.stm  
46 Opinion 113 of the Working Party, page 2, downloadable from 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/workinggroup/wpdocs/index_en.htm  
47 The Working Party had also issued strong opinions against previous, failed, attempts to 
institute data retention, in 2002 (Opinion 64) and 2004 (Opinion 99) 
48 Opinion 113, footnote 38 
49 Data Retention Directive, Article 1 
50 See for example GEARTY, C. A. 2006. Can Human Rights Survive?, Cambridge, 





51 Both discussed in Chapter 5 





53 The Dutch Data Protection Authority’s opinion is downloadable from 
http://www.dutchdpa.nl/downloads_adv/z2006-01542.pdf?refer=true&theme=purple  
54 See http://www.digitalrights.ie/2006/07/29/dri-challenge-to-data-retention/  
55 Under Article 95 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community, downloadable 
from http://eur-lex.europa.eu/en/treaties/dat/12002E/pdf/12002E_EN.pdf. Measures 
based upon Article 95 must have as their "centre of gravity" the approximation of national 
laws to benefit the functioning of the internal market. 
56 See http://curia.europa.eu/jurisp/cgi-
bin/gettext.pl?lang=en&num=79939084C19060301&doc=T&ouvert=T&seance=REQ_CO
MM   and for an analysis http://www.out-law.com/page-7310  
57 See http://www.vorratsdatenspeicherung.de/images/data_retention_brief_08-04-
2008.pdf  
58 European Parliament v. Council and Commission, Joined cases C-317/04 and C-
318/04. In May 2006, arrangements to transfer the "passenger name records" of air 
passengers from the EC to the US Bureau of Customs and Border Protection, which had 






59 The case is Case C-301/06, Ireland v European Parliament and Council of the 
European Union, and the judgment may be viewed at http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:62006J0301:EN:HTML   
60 See for example http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,2144,3025009,00.html  
61 See for example http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/8545772.stm  
62 See for example http://www.edri.org/edri-gram/number6.24/bulgarian-administrative-
case-data-retention  
63 See for example http://www.openrightsgroup.org/blog/2009/data-retention-rejected-by-
romanias-courts  











65 Hustinx’s speech can be found at 
http://www.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/site/mySite/shared/Documents/EDPS/Pu
blications/Speeches/2010/10-12-03_Data_retention_speech_PH_EN.pdf 
66 See for example http://news.cnet.com/8301-31921_3-20029423-281.html  
67 WALKER, C. 2009. Data retention in the UK: Pragmatic and proportionate, or a step 





68 Market shares for the search market are difficult to ascertain. The 85% figure comes 
from http://www.karmasnack.com/about/search-engine-market-share/ in May 2011 
69 See http://mashable.com/2011/04/11/bing-google-stats/ for example 
70 See http://mashable.com/2011/04/11/bing-google-stats/ for example. 
71 See http://investor.google.com/earnings/2011/Q1_google_earnings.html  
72 www.google.com  








74 An introduction to the effectiveness of profiling can be found in AYRES, I. 2007. Super 





75 As noted previously is estimated that 90% of users never look beyond the first page of 
search results on Google. See for example http://www.search-engine-marketing-
australia.com.au/google-analytics.htm 
76 See Danny Sullivan’s comments on the subject at http://searchengineland.com/google-
blurs-the-line-between-paid-unpaid-results-again-36268  





78 see http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/12/personalized-search-for-everyone.html  
79 See AYRES, I. 2007. Super Crunchers: How Anything Can Be Predicted, London, John 






80 e.g. news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/7056288.stm  
81 See the Amnesty International Report, ‘Undermining Freedom of Expression in China: 












83 The significance of the issue is reflected throughout the ‘human rights world’ – indeed, 
the title of Conor Gearty’s 2006 book, ‘Can Human Rights Survive?’ shows how seriously 
the challenges to human rights from are taken – and the challenges from anti-Terror 
legislation form a key part of that book. 
84 www.direct.gov.uk/en/RightsAndResponsibilities/DG_10028205  
85 The issue of identity is a contentious one and is discussed further in Section 5 
86 See http://www.privacyconference2006.co.uk/  
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inform!their!customers!up!front!about!the!data!being!gathered;!that!search!engines!should!offer!services!in!a!‘privacy!friendly!manner’;!and!that!data!minimisation!should!be!regarded!as!crucial.87!!It!was!a!general!resolution,!more!a!statement!of!principles!than!a!specific!call!for!action.!It!did!signify!intent!–!and!was!a!sign!of!things!to!come!in!another!way,!in!that!the!dispute!took!place!in!public,!with!both!sides!allowing!their!‘private’!correspondence!to!enter!the!public!domain!as!they!appeared!to!try!to!win!hearts!and!minds!(of!the!other!key!regulators,!the!rest!of!the!industry,!the!public!and!legal!and!other!commentators)!as!well!as!making!their!legal!points.!!The!next!move!came!in!the!form!of!a!letter!from!the!Working!Party!to!Peter!Fleischer,!Google’s!‘Privacy!Counsel’!for!their!European!operations!on!16th!May!2007,!and!made!public!almost!immediately!online.88!In!it,!the!Working!Party!questions!Google’s!need!to!keep!identifiable!search!records,!suggesting!that!Google’s!current!practice!‘does!not!seem!to!meet!the!requirements!of!the!European!legal!data!protection!framework’.89!!The!areas!of!possible!nonPcompliance!arise!essentially!from!principles!rather!than!precise!legal!rules.!The!relevant!principles,!some!of!the!key!principles!of!data!protection!described!in!Section!2!above,!are:!1. That!the!purposes!for!which!data!is!kept!must!be!specified!2. That!data!should!only!be!held!when!it!is!‘strictly!necessary’!for!the!provision!of!the!service!3. That!services!should!be!offered!in!a!‘privacyPfriendly!manner’90!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87 The resolution is downloadable from 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/news/docs/pr_google_annex_16_05_07_en.
pdf  
88 Letter from Peter Schaar to Peter Fleischer, 16 May 2007, made available online at 
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/news/docs/pr_google_16_05_07_en.pdf 
(accessed 30 June 2010) 
89 ibid, page 1 
90 This principle was set out in the Resolution on Privacy Protection and Search Engines 




4. That!data!linked!to!an!individual!user!should!only!be!kept!where!that!user!has!given!his!‘explicit,!informed!consent’!5. Data!minimisation!–!that!the!minimum!amount!of!data!should!be!held!and!for!the!minimum!amount!of!time!!The!Working!Party!asked!Google!to!explain!why!the!data!was!kept,!and!why!for!so!long!–!at!the!time!that!the!dispute!began,!it!was!being!kept!indefinitely,!and!by!the!time!that!the!letter!was!sent!their!policy!was!to!hold!search!log!data!for!18P24!months.!The!Working!Party!was!asking!Google!to!justify!itself,!and!asking!it!publicly.!!Peter!Fleischer!responded!on!10th!June!2007,!with!a!sixPpage!letter!that!was!also!made!public!immediately!through!Google’s!own!blogs.91!It!was!a!long!and!detailed!letter,!but!essentially!boiled!down!to!the!following:!1. Google!needs!to!keep!its!search!data!in!order!to!keep!improving!the!quality!of!its!searches,!and!to!fight!fraud!and!abuse!2. Google!believes!it!is!in!compliance!with!all!legislation!by!keeping!logs!for!18P24!months!3. The!principles!of!data!retention!mean!that!Google!is!obliged!to!keep!its!data!for!24!months.!!The!first!point!appears!to!be!a!red!herring!–!there!is!no!need!for!data!used!to!improve!the!quality!of!service!to!be!kept!in!an!identified!form,!and!in!general!fighting!fraud!and!abuse!has!to!be!faster!than!18P24!months!to!be!of!significant!use.92!!The!second!and!third!points!are!more!complex.!One!key!part!of!Fleischer’s!argument!is!very!hard!to!refute!–!that!the!laws!and!directives!concerning!data!protection!and!data!retention!are!vague!and!often!contradictory.!He!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1! Introduction!!On!20!November!2007,!the!Chancellor!of!the!Exchequer!stood!up!in!the!House!of!Commons!to!make!an!announcement:!Her!Majesty’s!Revenue!and!Customs!had!lost!two!computer!discs.!These!disks!were!being!sent!to!the!National!Audit!Office!as!a!part!of!that!Office’s!normal!compliance!responsibilities,!but!they!had!never!arrived.!What!made!this!event!of!such!significance!was!what!those!discs!contained.!As!the!Chancellor!put!it:!! “The!missing!information!contains!details!of!all!child!benefit!recipients:!records!of!25!million!individuals!and!7.25!million!families.!Those!records!include!the!recipient!and!their!children’s!names,!addresses!and!dates!of!birth,!child!benefit!numbers,!national!insurance!numbers!and,!where!relevant,!bank!or!building!society!account!details.”1!!The!Shadow!Chancellor!put!the!whole!thing!into!context:!! “Let!us!be!clear!about!the!scale!of!this!catastrophic!mistake:!the!names,!addresses!and!the!dates!of!birth!of!every!child!in!the!country!are!sitting!on!two!computer!discs!that!are!apparently!lost!in!the!post;!and!the!bank!account!details!and!national!insurance!numbers!of!10!million!parents,!guardians!and!carers!have!gone!missing.”2!!The!fall!out!from!the!loss!of!these!two!discs!was!significant!–!amongst!other!things,!the!Chairman!of!HMRC,!Paul!Gray,!resigned!even!before!the!Chancellor!made!his!official!announcement.!Data!loss,!something!that!before!this!announcement!would!have!been!considered!obscure!and!unimportant,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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4!!!!!! A!transparent!society?!!In!many!ways!what!was!labelled!in!Chapter!One!as!the!‘transparency!critique’!is!the!most!fundamental!critique!not!only!of!this!thesis!but!of!the!whole!idea!of!privacy!not!only!on!the!internet!but!in!society!as!a!whole!as!it!is!currently!developing.!It!represents!a!challenge!of!critical!importance,!a!challenge!that!must!be!met!if!privacy!is!to!be!taken!at!all!seriously.!!As!noted!in!Chapter!One,!there!are!three!principle!variants!to!the!transparency!critique:!1) That!the!struggle!for!privacy!is!already!lost!–!as!epitomised!by!McNeally’s!suggestion!that!‘You!have!zero!privacy!anyway,!get!over!it’44!2) That!the!struggle!for!privacy!is!outdated!–!as!implied!for!example!by!Facebook!founder!Mark!Zuckerberg45!3) That!the!struggle!for!privacy!is!‘wrong’.!The!virtues!of!a!‘transparent!society’!have!been!written!about!by!Brin46!and!more!recently!by!Bell!&!Gemmell47!amongst!others.!!The!case!studies!and!analysis!throughout!this!thesis!provide!strong!responses!to!all!three!of!these!variants.!The!principle!case!studies!in!Chapters!Three!to!Five!all!argue!against!them.!The!strength!of!the!public!responses!to!Phorm!and!Beacon,!and!the!massive!outcry!and!concern!over!the!various!data!leaks!from!the!HMRC!disk!loss!onwards!indicate!that!the!argument!that!people!don’t!care!about!privacy!is!far!from!proven.!This!suggestion!has!been!emphasised!by!the!continual!struggles!that!Facebook!has!had!in!terms!of!its!privacy!policies!–!there!have!been!at!least!three!episodes!in!this!saga!over!the!last!few!years.!Each!time!Facebook!has!introduced!something!reductive!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 Quoted for example in Wired, at http://www.wired.com/politics/law/news/1999/01/17538 
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59 See for example ZDNet blogger Adrian Kingsley-Hughes, commenting in 2011 that 
‘Facebook Privacy Settings are Garbage’ http://www.zdnet.com/blog/hardware/facebook-
privacy-settings-are-garbage/11029  
60 In February 2011, Facebook put forward a proposal for ‘A Privacy Policy Re-imagined 
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61  In his blog at http://theitlawyer.blogspot.com/2011/02/freedom-of-information-in-
wikileaks-era.html . Murray has taken this argument a stage further, noting that not only 
governments and businesses but Wikileaks themselves understand that transparency 
needs limits – for Wikileaks are far from transparent about their own operations. See his 
article MURRAY, A. 2011. Transparency, Scrutiny and Responsiveness: Fashioning a 





62 Twitter was launched in July 2006 
63 The Kindle was released in November 2007 
64 See http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics  
65 See http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=176060&p=irol-
newsArticle&ID=1521090&highlight=  
66 See http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2011/01/18results.html  
67 See http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2011/01/22appstore.html  







69 On February 15th 2011, see http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-12475829  
70 Also on February 15th 2011, see http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2011/02/doj-
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71 See for example http://www.wired.com/epicenter/2011/02/fbi-backdoors/  
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particular!how!much!people!are!beginning!to!show!that!they!care!about!it.!Some!of!the!biggest!players!on!the!net!are!starting,!at!least!on!the!surface,!to!embrace!the!idea!of!privacy.!Microsoft,!Mozilla!and!Google!are!all!engaged!in!the!‘do!not!track’!initiative!for!their!respective!browsers.!Facebook!has!recently!opened!up!their!privacy!policies!for!consultation,!with!an!avowed!aim!of!making!privacy!simpler!and!more!userPfriendly,!and!more!in!the!hands!of!its!users.!Twitter!demonstrated!commendable!courage!in!challenging!the!gag!order!placed!upon!it!in!the!US!government’s!attempt!to!subpoena!personal!data!from!particular!individuals!associated!with!WikiLeaks.!Google!has!been!taking!steps!in!the!direction!of!both!privacy!and!autonomy:!Alma!Whitten,!the!company’s!Director!of!Privacy,!Product!and!Engineering,!wrote!a!blog!in!February!2011!entitled!‘The!freedom!to!be!who!you!want!to!be…’!72!embracing!the!ideas!of!‘unidentified’!and!‘pseudonymous’!uses!of!their!services!and!introducing!ways!to!tell!when!and!how!Google!is!monitoring!your!activities!–!at!least!beginning!to!take!on!some!of!the!concepts!introduced!in!this!thesis!from!the!right!to!roam!with!privacy!to!the!right!to!monitor!the!monitors.!!There!are,!however,!distinct!issues!with!these!proposals!–!Google’s!idea!of!‘unidentified’!is!far!from!real!anonymity,!still!retaining!such!information!as!IP!addresses,!and!still!posing!risks!to!privacy,!while!Facebook’s!regular!amendments!to!its!privacy!policies!have!often!promised!far!more!than!they!have!delivered.!Even!so!there!are!reasons!for!optimism.!At!the!very!least,!Google,!Facebook!and!Twitter!have!understood!that!there!is!public!desire!for!privacy!and!autonomy.!!The!work!of!privacy!advocates,!of!the!Article!29!Working!Party,!and!most!importantly!of!the!online!community!has!played!a!key!part!in!helping!them!to!start!along!the!path.!If!a!privacyPfriendly!internet!is!to!become!reality!then!they!need!be!guided,!supported!and!assisted!along!the!way.!That,!ultimately,!is!the!part!that!rights!such!as!those!put!forward!in!this!thesis!can!play.!They!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
72 http://googlepublicpolicy.blogspot.com/2011/02/freedom-to-be-who-you-want-to-
be.html  
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can!support!businesses!so!that!businesses!can!help!to!provide!people!with!the!kind!of!internet!that!they!want!and!need.!The!symbiotic!relationship!between!businesses!and!individuals!has!been!hugely!productive!and!substantially!beneficial!over!the!last!few!years!–!with!the!rights!in!place!it!can!continue!to!be!so!into!the!future.!!
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